VERB TENSES

Select the appropriate words in the following sentences.

1. Prediction: Before the year is out, the Sox (will win, will have won) 12 out of 18 games against our favorite opponents, the Yankees.

2. Sherm Feller, the Red Sox announcer for many years, was certain that Fenway Park (was, is) the crown jewel of American League stadiums.

3. We debated over whether the motto of university (was, is) relevant to contemporary education.

4. Having grown up in Bangor, Maine, Jack was happy when his supervisor (decides, decided) to send him there on a special assignment.


6. Billy Pilgrim (is, was) the protagonist of Kurt Vonnegut's novel, *Slaughter-house Five*.

7. I wore my new Spiderman watch while running yesterday and (smash, smashed) it into a mailbox five minutes into my run.

8. Discovering at the meeting that the so-called miracle drug had severe side effects, the doctor (stopped, will stop) prescribing it.

9. According to Einstein's special relativity theory, which (applies, applied) to the physical universe, time is not linear.

10. As the days went by, he (realized, realize) he would not finish the project and graduate on time.